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2. Getting started with Archbee

 Welcome!
This is our    documentation  site, which has been written with and is hosted by  

We're an online knowledge management system that can help you build a knowledge base for your 
growing team and hosted product docs for your customers, all within the same awesome UI.

We started focusing on great features for software development teams, but Archbee also works very well 

for different types of teams, like: sales, marketing, product, and management.

What can you expect? 

The app is relatively intuitive and easy to use, but we still find some usecases are not obvious, so let's 

dive into our documentation.

archbee.io

Build a solid knowledge base that your team can use to scale easily, onboard new members faster, 

become remote friendly, and provide better workflows overall;

Build and host documentation (product docs) for your customers on your own domain;

Build API & developer docs for your customers' developers;

Integrate it with great SaaS solutions that you might be already using.

https://archbee.io/
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3. Untitled

4. Text Editor

In 2021 no editor should be called that without awesome text editing capabilities.

Archbee allows you to write text and format it the way you want without learning weird syntax.

If you are familiar with modern editors like Medium's, you should feel right at home.

Check out this gif showcasing the formatting options for each piece of text that you highlight or double 

click in your editor.

These formatting options are also available as keyboard shortcuts. To see a list of keyboard shortcuts, 

press Ctrl or Cmd + /

If you like Markdown, you can also use its shortcuts.

Next we talk about the widgets our editor supports.
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5. How to use Archbee's Editor

6. Lists

Now that you're onboarded, you're ready to make first contact with Archbee's powerful editor.

Here is a screenshot taken while writing this exact doc that you're reading right now 

#inception #dogfooding

Let's dive in and see what is the secret sauce of Archbee, and why many teams choose it for internal 

knowledge sharing but also for external documentation to their customers. 

We have 3 types of lists: 
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Bulleted lists

You can add a bulleted list by typing -  (dash) and space at the beginning of a new row.

Here's one:

Numbered lists
Numbered lists work exactly like bulleted lists, except you can add them by typing 1.  (one and dot) at 

the beginning of a new row.

Here's one:

Check lists
Check lists work exactly like the other two, except you can check items on or off.  

You can add a check list by typing []  in the editor or clicking the check list icon in a new row.

Here's one:

2019

2020

2021

Q1 WIP

Q2 WIP

Important

a bulleted list item

and the second one

and an indented one

a super indented one

back to sq. 1

1. a numbered list

1. going deeper

2. staying deeper

1. Mariana Trench? Don't do this.

2. going back

3. end of story
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7. Tables

Above I've showed you how to add lists, and you exit a list by hitting enter twice at the end of a list item. 

The first enter will introduce an empty list item and then the second enter removes the empty list item and 

moves on to a new paragraph.

This is important to say because all editors (from Microsoft Word to Google Docs) work this way, but many 

people are not aware and it seems like a hard user experience without knowing it.

Indenting
To indent in a list, press TAB  on a new list item. To de-indent a list, press SHIFT+TAB . (does not work 

for checklists, but for the other 2). 

Sometimes lists are not enough to represent your information. This is why we have editable tables.

To add a table, write (table)  or type / , click the table icon on a new row in the editor and a 3x4 table 

will be added.

Table structure can be changed by clicking the bars on the columns or the rows and inserting or deleting 

columns or rows.

Tables can be edited with the same formatting abilities of the regular editor.

Here's a fully edited table example containing some of the features of Archbee, just to showcase what 

tables can do:

More advanced tables with drag & drop, editable column types and computations are in the works, to be 

released Q2 2022.

Growing Starting Scaling

Unlimited members Everything in Growing Everything in Starting

20 docs limitation Unlimited documents Custom domain 

Realtime collaboration Last 3 revision history Slack & Google integration
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8. Images and video

9. Emoji

released Q2 2022.

You can add an image with drag and drop from your computer (jpg, png, gif) or by typing /  and clicking 

on Image, where you can paste a link or insert from a local document.

Insert a video (YouTube, Vimeo) by typing /  and clicking on Youtube or Vimeo.

You can also type (image)  or (video)  in the editor, for the same results.

When you type ^  an emoji selector will apear.
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10. Multi language code editor

Next, we discuss advanced features of our editor. In fact this is what makes Archbee a unique solution.

Here's one live!

C# Go JS Python
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11. API Docs Blocks

12. API Endpoints

Many documentation software have developers or their technical writers manually update documentation 

and many times human errors destroy customer trust and respect.

We felt that API documentation should always be generated from code and this is why we have native 

integrations with Swagger and GraphQL.

Read on to understand why it's awesome and how to use it for your company.

We also recognize that many companies are not providing standardised APIs, so we've built an in-house 

widget to let you describe to your team or customers how your API looks like.

It is also very useful when working together with outside teams, where you need to communicate an API 

specification, instead of providing a JSON file, you provide a document with this widget, and let it describe 

anything from URL, Parameters, Cookies, Request structure, Response structure.

You can add one by typing (api)  in the editor or clicking the API icon on a new row in the editor.
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Cakes API

This endpoint allows you to get free cakes.

POST https://api.cakes.com/v1/cakes/:id

Code examples Params

Add Cake

Add a new cake

PUT https://api.cakes.com

Code examples Params

Curl JS Node.js P

200 404

JS Text
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13. OpenAPI / Swagger Block

14. GraphQL

It's VERY flexible, letting your team describe any type of HTTP endpoint, in detail.

We're also working to make it interactive, so your customers can actually make the request from here.

100 200 404

We also support OpenAPI / Swagger specifications out of the box.

Here's a live GraphiQL component that you can use to play around with an API.
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15. Native diagrams

To add a native diagram type (diagram)  in the editor or click the diagram icon in a new row of the 

editor.

In addition to the classical boxes like Rectangles, Circles, Diamonds, Text and Groups, you can pick and 

select from a collection of over 100,000 components of cloud services, open source libraries, companies 

and more.

Here's a diagram showcasing some of the power Archbee's diagrams provide.

L di Di
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16. Mermaid diagrams

17. Document Verifications

Loading Diagram...

Another option to create diagrams is to use our  integration. Mermaid is a markdown-like syntax 

for building diagrams, ERD, UML, class, sequences and more.

Use it by writing the (mermaid)  shortcut or just add it from the /  menu.

Here's how it looks like :)

Mermaid

Knowledge in your team gets outdated, that's a fact. 

With we make it easy for you to keep it up to date — with document verifications.

Select a subject matter expert from your team, and they'll be notified recurrently to check the content of 

the document.

https://mermaid-js.github.io/mermaid/#/
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18. Changelogs

Here's how it works, in a video.

Changelogs are a big part of the software development practice.

This is why we've built a native component for our editor.

You can add one by typing (changelog)  in the editor or clicking the changelog icon on a new row in 

the editor.

Here's an example:

Archbee v1.22
Added Deep tabular data is now supported
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19. Minitaskers

Fixed Team mates not receiving emails fast enough

Broken Everything is broken in this release

Improved Works 0.000001% faster

Added A library of 2 terrabytes 

Added Briefly describe this change...

Inspired by Trello, mini-taskers are a small Todo list component.

They help you organize tasks in smaller subtasks.

You can add one by typing (mt)  or clicking the Mini-Tasks component on a new row in the editor.

Here's how a mini-tasker looks like:

Archbee is not a project management or tasks tool, but sometimes you might need to break up a JIRA or 

Asana task in smaller tasks to get organized, and might as well do it here where you take notes on your 

process.

Doing 

Code Changes in ORM

Testing

Link User table to Orders

Stripe Integration

Done

Database Structural Review 
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20. Mentions & Dynamic Links

21. Untitled

22. Collections

When you just type @  in the editor, and you will be able to mention:

team mates (an example );Jay Rose
other documents through a dynamic link that works for both private spaces and public spaces when 

shared externally or on your own domain (an example  Hosted product docs

Collections are Archbee's highest organization and categorizing mechanism.

Each collection has a document tree that contains documents, and each document can have 0-n children 

documents.

Each account created has a Private collection called "My private docs" which is specific only to that 

account.

Each account is associated to a workspace which has by default: General, Templates and Archives 

https://app.archbee.io/user-profile/cowDydm8BjHgEtdYPtiZM
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p y p

collections, which are visible to all members of that team.

Each workspace also has the possibility of creating custom collections, which are also visible to all 

members of that workspace.

Here's how the collections section looks like:

Each collection icon can be modified with custom emoji's, by just clicking on it. This example only has 

custom icons, but you can choose to only have the generic icon or alternate between these two options.
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23. Document trees

Each docspace has a document tree that contains documents, and each documents can have 0-n children 

documents.

The documents are reorderable by drag and drop. You can and also move them to other collections by 

drag and dropping them onto the desired collection.

Here's how a the document tree for the documentation you're reading right now looks like:
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24. Templates

Archbee provides a couple of system templates, but you can also create custom templates for your team, 

when you add them to the templates collection.

Both the system templates and custom templates will show up whenever you add a new document like 

this:
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25. Snapshots

When you click a template, you can see its content, and decide whether to use it.

For customer-facing documentation, especially developer docs or API docs, sometimes you need multiple 

versions, all available at the same time.
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26. Untitled

For example, while new customers might be using v2 of your API, some of your existing customers will still 

be on v1 — so they need to read v1 documentation.

Collection Snapshots is a feature to create an identical clone of a collection, that you can then rename to 

v1 and then keep working on each version separately.

Along with hostname paths, with just a few clicks you can set up a system where multiple versions of the 

documentation are available.

Collection Snapshots
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27. Collections and hosting

You want to publish documentation for your product, and you want to be available at your domain: 

docs.yourdomain.com .

Usually, you would reach out to the engineering team to build it and host it somewhere on your servers. 

Archbee provides a more straightforward and hands-free solution to build a 

 without requiring development resources.

Archbee's collections can be set as public, and they can be hosted on your domain. You can customize 

how your collection will look with auto-renewable SSL certificates and guaranteed uptime as part of our 

SLA. Our system will host your content on your domain through AWS's CloudFront CDN to be super fast 

and reliable.

How to set up a public collection

1. Click on the collection you want to publish

Look for the 3 dots and click to get the Collection Settings. You will find multiple options.

documentation 
website

https://www.archbee.io/blog/how-to-create-a-documentation-website
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2. Click on Settings

3. Options for Public Collection

Toggle the option for Public. Now your collection is accesable for visitors that have the link.

Decide if you want to be indexable by search engines or not. If you don't want the documentation to be 

found, toggle off Indexable by search engines.

Initially you will have a staging URL, that can be found under For public collections section.

You can use this URL to share the collection to others, or add a custom domain.
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4. Click on Custom Domain tab

5. Follow all the steps to add a domain

Step 1:  Add CNAME host.archbee.io to your desired subdomain (e.g docs.yourdomain.com) by visiting 

your DNS provider or registrar.

Step 2:  Wait the DNS to propagate (takes from a few minutes up to 24 hours).

Step 3:  Set collection public (not necesary if you already set it public in the General tab).

Step 4:  Set your desired subdomain here.

Step 5:  Optionally set a URL path, to have multiple collections on 1 domain.

Step 6:  Publish the collection with the big blue button on the bottom right.

Step 7:  Go to you docs.yourdomain.com to trigger creation of SSL certificates. 
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On Step 5, you can add a URL path so that you can publish multiple collection on the same domain. 

This works if you have multiple products or if you have multi-language documentation.

You will set up a collection with the custom domain:  

And the next ones will have the URL path similar to this:

6. Exit the Collection Settings windows.

7. Publish the collection

When you add a custom domain, the  is automaticlly activated. 

Now you can click on Publish to finish the setup.

https://docs.archbee.io

 https://docs.archbee.io/demo
 https://docs.archbee.io/jobs
 https://docs.archbee.io/slate

Publish Mode

https://docs.archbee.io/
https://docs.archbee.io/demo
https://docs.archbee.io/jobs
https://docs.archbee.io/slate
https://docs.archbee.io/publish-mode
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28. Publish Mode

8. Staging vs Production

When the Custom domain is added, you will have a staging URL and a Production URL.

All edits in the Archbee UI will be automaticly saved and pushed to the staging URL. You can use it to 

preview any changes.

When you are done with the edits, you need to click on Publish to send the changes to the production 

URL.
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29. SEO Meta Controls

After setting up a domain for your collection, publish mode  gets activated automatically.

You can recognize the collections with the publish mode active by looking on the bottom right side of the 

application. You will find three buttons:

The docs site is generated on the fly when you publish. We use a global CDN, so your documentation site 

is faster, providing a better user experience and SEO.

Publish mode also activates clean URLs removing any randomly generated components in the URLs that 

you see in the staging environment.

You can control the  for each document if that's what you want.

  

  

Staging - the URL to a 

staging environment where 

you can check the changes 

before publishing. It is 

hooked to the real-time 

changes to your collection 

so that you can see how 

your progress looks like.

Production - the URL of 

your live production site 

hosted on your domain.

Publish - every edit you 

make is immediately sent to 

the staging environment. 

When you click the Publish 

button, you will send the 

changes to the production 

site.

SEO Meta Controls

To improve SEO performance, you can control the SEO meta attributes of each document.
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Each document has specific inputs for the meta URL Key, Title, Description, and Image.

The new controls are not required. If you don't set them, we'll generate what we can from the document 

name.

Permalinks and SEO settings
These options are at the document level. So you need to click on the three dots on the top right side and 

pick SEO Meta Controls.

Add a relevant title, change the URL, write a meta description or upload an image for previews.

Archbee SEO meta controls

Indexable by search engine
In the Collection settings -> General tab, you will see the option to turn off the noindex attribute.

URL KEY - the URL path

Title - The title can be different than the title of the document. This is where you can optimize for 

SEO keywords.

Description - the Meta Description is usually shown on the search engine results page.

Preview Image - the image used for preview when sharing the links.
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30. Custom CSS

By default, the Indexable by search engines (if public)  is turned on, but you can disable it 

and restrict search engine crawlers from indexing your website.

Indexable by search engines

For shared collections, we allow you to customize pretty much everything by bringing your own CSS. This 

is mostly for developers but we've seen non developers make small customizations as well
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is mostly for developers, but we ve seen non-developers make small customizations as well.

In the collection settings, go and create a new style tag.

To find out what to write in there, open your developer console on a shared collection, and focus the 

element you want to customize. Here's an example.

f h l f i h l i i h b h l i l
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31 Collection Links

If the element or one of its parents has a class starting with ab-  you can target that class in your style 

tag above.

If the element you are trying to style does not have a class starting with ab-  it's because we don't allow 

customization for it. It's mostly to protect you from yourself. Sometimes if you have a good case for it and 

you tell us, we might make it happen.

Every element and block in the content also has a similar class to it.

Be careful and check what you're doing in dark mode. Dark mode adds a dark  class at the top of the 

html tree. You can use that to target dark mode styles.

Examples

For example, this is how you change text to red in dark mode:

How to select dark mode by default on a documentation site

Enter a custom custom CSS in the collection settings:

HTML

HTML
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31. Collection Links

Collection links are a way for you to setup multi-product, multi-version documentation sites.

Imagine you are Stripe and you have multiple products.

You might have API v1 which is still used in production by many companies. While the current version has 

its own distinct docs.

Archbee is here to save you.

You can create 3 types of links:

1. Go to the collection you want to have as main one (usually it's the one with an empty pathname).

2. Click on the Collection settings (the 3 vertical dots), then go to Collection Links ;

3. If necessary, clear all connection links from each collection you want to link;

4. Create the links there and they'll be propagated to all the other collections without you doing 

anything.

external links; these are not managed by Archbee (link to other URLs like Home, Sign Up page, 

etc.). They show up in the top right corner;

collection links; they show up as in the tabs as multi-products. This is the navigation menu 

b t bli ll ti
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32. Custom Landing Page

Warning
Collection links are fully compatible only with the Stripe template for docs.

Once you are setup, the Links for other collections you have referred to, will be in sync with the main 

collection so that people can have a seamless experience switching collections.

Here's how it looks, exactly here where you're reading.

between public collections;

collection version links; they show up as dropdown and are used together with the  

feature to create versions for collections (think of API versions)

Snapshots

You can setup a custom HTML for the landing page in the collection settings.
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The HTML can be a  template. And you can interpolate some variables in there. Here is the 

object that we pass to the template, you can render any of these variables in there:

Handlebars

TypeScript

https://handlebarsjs.com/
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33. Authentication options

By default a public collection does not have any authentication method, but you can choose and set a few:

How JWT works
Go to your collection's settings, and set a JWT secret in the Public access control  tab:

1. Collection-wide password;

2. Guest accounts, where you manually create email + password combos and distribute them to your 

users;

3. JWT, where your dev team generates a JWT with a secret key you provide in our UI, then pass it 

back to us as part of a link. This is the easiest to manage, but you will require developer time.
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Use the key to generate a JWT on your server like this:

And then set the URL above as a link for the knowledge base / documentation site in your app, you are 

good to go.

Above is an example with Node.js, here is one with .NET: 

 

JS

https://github.com/dragosbulugean/archbee-
jwt-dotnet

https://github.com/dragosbulugean/archbee-jwt-dotnet
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34. Untitled

35. Workspaces

36. Access control

An account can be in multiple workspaces at the same time.

For example, if you:

You can be in all 3 spaces at the same time, saving you lots of time from logging in for each of them 

repeatedly.

Whenever you create a new workspace, the workspace will be created with a Starting license, and you will 

be assigned as the super admin for that space.

Payment information is also assigned to workspaces, not individual users.

work for a company;

do freelancing;

and build your own company at the same time;

How to control the access to specific collections.

For each workspace, there are three default user groups:
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37. Subscriptions & Payment

In addition to the default user groups, Custom groups can be created, which can also be used to assign 

permissions to collections in the collection settings area.

When you invite a new user to Archbee, the default permission is set to Team members.

A Superadmin can change the role to Administrator for any user.

A Superadmin or Administrator can create Custom Groups.

Team members can contribute to all shared spaces.

Administrators, in addition, administrators can also:

 invite and/or remove other team members;

create user groups and assign them to users;

setup permissions to spaces for user groups or individual users;

setup subscription and payment information.

Superadmin is a group for a single person and is an administrator with the right to assign 

administrators.

There's a couple of things to know when you decide to purchase a subscription to Archbee.

Subscriptions are assigned to workspaces, not users. That means:

You can have multiple subscriptions at the same time: started and charged at different times;

You can be in workspaces you do not pay for, others do;

You cannot transfer a subscription to another workspace in the user interface, but by 

contacting our support to do it manually for you;

We charge your card in advance for each month;

Users are added automatically to your invoice and our payment gateway (Stripe) will prorate your 

invoices: for example, if you add a user in the middle of a month, the next invoice you will see a 
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38. API Reference

39. /pets

charge for 1 month and a half (this current half of month + the next month);

You can update your card anytime in the payment section;

Annual subscriptions are available at 15% discount, but at the moment you have to talk to support to 

get on an annual plan; coming soon in the user interface, self-serviceable.

GET http://petstore.swagger.io/api/pets

QUERY PARAMETERS

tags array

tags to filter by

limit integer

maximum number of results to return

RESPONSES

200
pet response

View
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40. /pets

41. /pets/{id}

default
unexpected error

View

POST http://petstore.swagger.io/api/pets

BODY PARAMETERS

*pet NewPet

Pet to add to the store

RESPONSES

200
pet response

View

default
unexpected error

View

GET http://petstore.swagger.io/api/pets/{id}

PATH PARAMETERS

*id integer

ID of pet to fetch

RESPONSES
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42. /pets/{id}

43. Untitled

200
pet response

View

default
unexpected error

View

DELETE http://petstore.swagger.io/api/pets/{id}

PATH PARAMETERS

*id integer

ID of pet to delete

RESPONSES

204
pet deleted

default
unexpected error

View
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44. Importing OpenAPI / Swagger spec files

If your product is built for developers or your product has an API, you need great product documentation 

— otherwise, you can't cut through to developers. 

How does it work? 

We read your OpenAPI (formerly Swagger) spec files and convert it to a beautiful UI. 

Then if you want to update it, you can upload new files manually or just set it up in your CI/CD to be 

updated automatically through our own API. 

Then you keep it for internal purposes, or share it with your customers in just a couple clicks — or even 

set your own custom domain for 0 engineering effort product documentation. 

Here's a video of how it works.
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45. Importing documents

46. Exporting documents

You can import Markdown Files or Microsoft Word (.docx) files to start adding content.

There are also options for importing from Notion and Gitbook, but we are working on adding similar 

functionality from tools like: Confluence, Quip, Slite, Google Docs, LucidChart, Draw.io, and more.

In the meantime, we can do it for you manually, just let us know when you're ready!

Contact us at  or click the chat head bottom right!

To import OpenAPI files please check  .

If you prefer to add content from a Github repository, please check the integration with  

support@archbee.io

Importing OpenAPI / Swagger spec files

GitHub (beta)

mailto:support@archbee.io
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Our system allows you to export individual documents in Markdown format, or rendered PDF files.

We also allow you to export whole workspaces. Go to  and click 

on the download button on your workspace (only admins can do this).

You (and all admins in your workspace) will receive an email with a link to a .zip file containing everything 

in your workspace (content + users).

https://app.archbee.io/settings/teams

https://app.archbee.io/settings/teams
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47. Untitled

48. Integrations

49. GitHub (beta)

Archbee plays nice to other tools that are useful, like Slack, Intercom and Google Analytics.

Read on to know more about each of them.

You can also take a look at  to get a full list of integrations we provide 

(and instructions on how to use): 

GraphQL, Swagger, Github Gist, Numeracy, Codepen, Mode Analytics, Slack, Airtable, Trello, LucidChart, 

Typeform, Mindmaster, Prezi, Miro, Invision, Figma, Framer, Abstract, Marvel, Google Analytics, Intercom, 

Loom, Google Docs, Google Sheets, Google Slides.

https://archbee.io/integrations

https://archbee.io/integrations
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An alternative to using the modern WYSIWYG Archbee editor with custom blocks, inline comments, and 

markdown shortcuts is to get the content from Github.

For people that use git as a versioning system and write the docs content in Github, when you add a 

Collection you can set it up with the Github integration.

Add Github integration

To install go to   

After the integration is done, when adding a new collection select the GitHub-backed collection option and 

select the previously authorised repository.

 https://app.archbee.io/settings/team-integrations

https://app.archbee.io/settings/team-integrations
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50. Slack

Here's the link to the example repo:  

If we find a .archbee.yaml  file in the root of the repo like this one 

, then we use that, or if we don't 

we just set some defaults.

Create a .yaml file

Create a .archbee.yaml  file with the following variable structure. The file must be located in the root 

of your repository.

Part of the system is still under development for now and we're collecting user feedback.

Test it out and let us know what you thought and how we can improve it!

https://github.com/dragosbulugean/slate

https://github.com/dragosbulugean/slate/blob/master/.archbee.yaml

root: ./docs  property defines where's the directory containing the docs.

structure:

summary: summary.md  reconstructs the document tree in the left navigation panel in 

Archbee. If there is none, we consider the folders to be the categories and mimic the file 

structure inside.

readme: Introduction.md  we currently use it for the root of the collection when you 

publish it. For example if you want something at the bare domain or subdomain (without any 

pathing), you can use this file.

assets: assets   assets folder is relative to docsPath. Archbee will upload all files found 

from that folder.

https://github.com/dragosbulugean/slate
https://github.com/dragosbulugean/slate/blob/master/.archbee.yaml
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51. Public API

We're the perfect complement to , so we've built out to be as close to your team as possible. 

Install our Slack integration to get notified of your team's activity, and find knowledge easily using 

commands. 

Installing Slack integration
1. Create your  Archbee account here ; 

2. Invite teammates here ; 

3. Create a channel for Archbee into your Slack workspace; 

4. On the  page, click on Add To Slack!; 
5. On Slack's Auth page select the channel you previously created; 

6. Click Authorize. Now Archbee is integrated with Slack!

How it works?
Team events like: inviting new members, sharing documents, moving documents, archiving documents, 

publicly sharing documents will now be shared on the channel you created. You can also use the 

/archbee-find command to deep search your knowledge base. 

An example: /archbee-find how to install dev environment 
You should receive a list of documents you can read to find the knowledge you're looking for. 

Slack

Signup
Teams

Integrations

https://slack.com/
https://app.archbee.io/signup
https://app.archbee.io/settings/teams
https://app.archbee.io/settings/team-integrations
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52. Get a doc as Markdown or Html

Our API allows you to retrieve a document by its Id, in Markdown format (and HTML coming soon). You 

can use the content to render it within your app to guide your users without redirecting them to another 

URL, this make sure they don't lose interest.

How can I get DOCUMENTID, COLLECTIONID. 

Go to Archbee Dashboard and click on your document Id. In browser, Archbee URL should have following 

format:

How to get API KEY

Now go to collection settings and create an api key, which will be tied only to that collection.

How to create the request to Archbee public-api

How to get markdown value of a document

Export markdown of an Archbee document

POST https://app.archbee.io/api/public-api/doc-markdown

Code examples Params

JS

Curl JS
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How to get html value of a document

Export html of an Archbee document

POST https://app.archbee.io/api/public-api/doc-markdown

Code examples Params

200

Curl JS
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53. Docs Widget

200

Many users drop into your app or product without a clue about how to acomplish a certain usecase. You 

might redirect them to your documentation, but you risk them not coming back. This is especially important 

for product-led companies and developer-facing companies.

We have your back! Add our widget to your app, and open it programmatically from your code so that 

users don't have to navigate elsewhere.

On top of that, you can use the JS API to set the documents the widget opens to, so that it also works like 

some sort of contextual help if you need it to.

Short Video
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How it works
Here are the steps to integrate your widget:

1. First you have to select a collection

2. Click on collection actions presented with 3 vertically aligned dots

3. Go to Settings -> Widget Integration

4. Click on the copy button and paste the code into your index.html  file, or in your application code
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Now our widget will handle everything behind the scenes. Don't worry, everything is bundled and minified. 

Just a 56Kb download and it loads asynchronously, so your users won't feel a difference.

Init Event

On the init  event, for the collectionId  value, you can use the collectionId  or the 

PUBLISHED-{collectionId}  , this way you can use collections without publishing them, straight in 

your app.

Show Widget Event

show-widget  event triggers the action to display the widget. It also has an optional property that you 

can pass, to open a specific document from your initialized collection.

Supported Events

Here is a brief description of our Widget Event API: 

Property Description Required

collectionId Pass the desired collection id to load your docs. required

jwt Pass the jwt token in order to see jwt protected docs. optional

Property Description Required

docId Set the doc id value in order to open a specific document. optional
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Code Samples

Attach a function, wherever you want to display the widget like so:

This will load the widget, with the desired collection docs and the user will be able to see everything 

straight from your app.

If you want to load only a specific doc, just pass docId: `${docId}`  to our initial object as in 

example above.

We don't need a closeWidget  function, since the widget will automatically close if you press Esc  or 

click outside of it.

If you want to close the widget programatically, and do not rely on the built in close mechanics, you can 

use hide-widget  event type like so:

Event name Description Required

init This event help archbee widget boostrap  

required files into your app.

required

show-widget This event will display the widget on demand. required

hide-widget This event will hide the widget  

if built in mechanics are not enough.

optional

JS

JS
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54. Untitled

55. Editor Keyboard Shortcuts

56. Archbee Concepts

Click the question mark top left (right next to your name) in the app and click Keyboard shortcuts to see 

a list of updated shortcuts for the app.

You can also hit Cmd + / (Mac) or Ctrl + / (Windows) to bring up the same interface.
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Concepts Mindmap

Loading Diagram...

Workspaces
A workspace is similar to a company. 

Imagine you are a business owner with 2 businesses. Normally you would have to create 2 accounts with 

different email addresses and login logout to see the content you want at that moment. With workspaces 

you have a single account and the ability to switch between your workspaces (companies). 

Another scenario: you are employed by a company and also doing consultancy. Normally you would 

have to create 2 accounts, and login logout to see the content you want at the moment. With workspaces 

you have single account and the ability to switch between your workspaces (companies).

Another scenario: you are employed by a company which has a customer who also is present in 

Archbee with their own company. Normally you would need two accounts, but with workspaces, you can 

be in both and not have to re-login.
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Workspaces are also a way for a single account (email address) to be in multiple companies.

User groups
User groups are a way of grouping the users departments in a workspace.

User groups are similar to departments.

For example you might want an Engineers group, Marketing group, and Management Group. You can do 

this with User Groups. 

You can create custom User groups and assign users to them.

You can also use User Groups to assign access on collections, so they have different views of your 

workspace.

Collections
Collections are the main grouping of documents.

Each collection has a document tree that can be arranged in any way you wish, it's very flexible.

Collections can be private to your workspace OR public.

When it's public you can share it with

Public collections can also be protected with a password or with guest accounts (can be created for free, 

and are not part of your workspace).

Access control
Access control allows you to define policies that give access (read and/or write) to certain user groups or 

to certain individual users.

Domain slots
A domain or subdomain slot lets you attach a public space to your subdomain (example: 

an Archbee link. Example:  https://archbee.io/public/iVK8qEuN_JAsH0aA37yR6
on your own subdomain. Example:  https://docs.archbee.io
HINT: the above links are the same space!

https://archbee.io/public/iVK8qEuN_JAsH0aA37yR6
https://archbee.io/
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57. How to setup your account

 do a  o  subdo a  s ot ets you attac  a pub c space to you  subdo a  (e a p e  

docs.yourcompany.com), and we host it for you generating SSL certificates and providing the same SLA 

as main app.

Workspaces contain collections, user groups and users.

Workspaces are a way for your account to be in multiple contexts, for example if you might have multiple 

companies. They are not a way for you to group users in 1 company. 

Workspaces = Companies

User groups are a way to group users in 1 company, e.g. your departments. User groups allow you to 

assign access policies to certain collections so that only some users are able to see or edit content.

Do not use workspaces as a way to group members of 
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o ot use o spaces as a ay to g oup e be s o  
the same company
This will work against you. Search works at workspace level, thus you will not be able to search for 

information in all your workspaces. 

It's also not possible to mention people & docs from other workspaces as mentions and docs are at 

the workspace level as well.

User Groups = Departments

Collections are a way to group documents. They are similar to projects in your company. They can be 

assigned access policies so that only certain groups of people.

Users are members of 1 company. 
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Users = Employees


